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MODEL: L450 

Solar LED Strip Light |  Warm White |  
4m | Adhesive | ASPECT

With its adhesive backing, Hoselink’s Solar LED Strip Light is 
the perfect accent for your deck, entertaining area, balcony 
or for lighting the underside of stairs and fences.

LIGHTING MODES
The Solar LED Strip Light has 4 lighting modes:

1   Constant light  3  Quick flash
2  Slow flash  4  Pulsating light 

PRODUCT INSTALLATION
Installing the solar panel

STEP ONE: Find a suitable location 
While the strip light may run along the underside of a deck or 
staircase, the solar panel will need access to direct sunlight to 
charge. For optimum results, charge for 6-8 hours per day. Make 
sure you have enough cable length to reach between the solar 
panel and strip lights.

STEP TWO: Assemble the ground spike
Slot the ground spike into the tube on the back of the solar 
panel, then push the spike into the ground.

To mount the solar panel to a wall or fence, follow these steps:

STEP ONE:  
Mark out holes with a marker pen. 

STEP TWO:  
Using a 6mm drill piece for masonry installation, drill two holes.

STEP THREE:  
Gently hammer the plugs into place and then secure the base of 
the solar panel by tightly screwing in the supplied screws. 

FOR TIMBER:
Drill two 3mm pilot holes to guide the screws into place  
(plastic plugs are not required). Secure the base of the panel 
using the supplied screws. 

INSTALLING THE LIGHTS 
STEP ONE: Unspool the strip light from the roll
We recommend unspooling the full length and laying it out along 
where it will be installed. 

STEP TWO: Remove the protective tape 
Work your way along in sections. Carefully peel back the tape, 
protecting the glue strip (refer to image A). Once exposed, 

make sure the glue strip does not come 
into contact with anything other than the 
desired surface. The glue is very strong, 
and it can be hard to remove the lights if 
stuck in the wrong place.

STEP THREE: Install Lights 
Making sure the strip is flat and even, press the solar strip lights 
into place. Hold them down for 4-5 seconds to ensure the glue 
sets. Then, run your thumb or fingers along the section of lights to 
remove any bumps or unevenness. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the 
entire length of lights is installed.  

STEP FOUR: Turn on the light 
Use the ‘ON/OFF’ button located on the back of the solar panel 
to turn the lights on. Press the ‘MODE’ button to select the desired 
light setting. The solar panel has a built-in intelligent light sensor, 
which detects darkness, automatically illuminating at dusk and 
turning off at dawn.

REMOVING THE LIGHTS
Please note that once the lights are installed, they cannot be 
moved. The glue strip is intended for single use and removing 
the lights will damage it.

STEP ONE:
Carefully peel the light strip away from the surface. It is normal for 
the glue strip to come away in sections or leave parts behind on the 
mounting surface. Do not rip lights away from the surface as the glue 
is quite strong and this may cause damage to the underlying surface. 

STEP TWO:  
Once the entire strip light is removed, work back along the surface 
and remove any remaining sections of glue. These should peel off. 

 

WARNING: DO NOT USE THIS LIGHT UNDERWATER OR IN LOW-LYING PUDDLES
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Specifications
Solar panel Monocrystalline Silicon
Lithium battery 3.7v 1800mAh
Operating time 8 hours
Charge time 8 hours
Strip length 4m
Cable length from panel  
to strip 2m

Light temperature (Kelvins) 3000k
LED lumens 240 Lumans
Number of LEDs 200


